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Beaches for everyone
A wide range of seasides. Lovers of beaches and nautical
sports have plenty of choices in Ferrol: large sandy and
open sea beaches, calm estuary water or the option of
small deserted coves.
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Large Beaches
Ferrol is plenty of large sandy beaches, fine white sand and is for visitors who want to enjoy
nature and the sea. They are extremely beautiful half-moon shaped and with almost barren
vegetation. During windy days these beaches are the best for any water sport.
Blu e flag
The galician coast is one of the areas with the
most Blue flags in the world, distinguished for their
cleanliness, safety and environmental features. In Ferrol, several beaches are granted with this award
which is renewed each year.

Doniños
Coordinates: 43° 30' 11.92" N | 8° 19' 6.31" W
How to get there: from Ferrol, Ferrol San Xurxo road; in
Valón (km2), take the turnoff towards Doniños.
Means of transport: car, bus line, coach.

Almost a 2km long beach, sand dunes, historical remains, wetlands with water lilies and
dominated by its lagoon... Doniños is surf,
waves, fine sand, long walks along the promenade, picnics in the shade of pine trees, ...
Its variety captivates all.
It´s a spacious rectilinear beach, with white
sand, windy and has rough waves, located in
rural surroundings and linked to a lagoon,
which taken as a whole, turns it into an area
of a special natural interest [+ info: p. 21].
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It has two access: Outeiro which is placed in
the extreme north and it´s known as a very
busy area offering all kind of services (a spacious car park, beach bar, shaded areas...); and
Punta Penencia to the south, which is not very
crowded. This part is fantastic for surfing, in
fact, one of the "O´Neill bodyboard contests" is
organized here at the begining of September.

the cannons, as the route was well defended as
it´s beach and going through the lagoon was impossible thus contributing to the defeat of the
English. The beach has a long promenade with
a small playground in the area for children.

In Punta do Castro (north limit) lies the ruins of
the Pre roman settlement of Lobadiz. In the middle of the beach, there is only, nowadays, the remains of the coastal artillery battery from the
age of The Enlightenment (XVIII century) which,
like the others in the area (Prioriño, Viñas, Cariño, San Cristóbal, San Carlos and San Felipe,
on the northern shore of the estuary and belonging to the municipality of Ferrol, and A
Palma and San Martin in the southern margin)
protected both the access to the estuary in Ferrol and was one of the most important military
arsenals in Europe at that time.

Services
Beach bars: 2 | Bars: 1 | Parkings: 2, at each point (more
spacious in the northern part) | Danger waring signs | Life
guard post | Rescue boat | Showers | Waste containers | Limpieza de playas | Phone boxes | Urban transportation | Children: playground area.

According to chronicles, on the 25th August
1800, an English Armada formed by more than
a hundred war vessels and numerous infantry
turned up on the beach willing to disembark and
take Ferrol. Even though it seemed an easy task,
Admiral Warren´s troops had problems with
sea´s underlow. The vessels became a target for

Features
Type: open beach | Lenght: 1.700 metres | Width: 41 metres
| Summer time occupation: high | Type of sand: fine | Shaded

Esmelle
Coordinates: 43° 32' 12.3" N | 8° 17' 32.0" W
How to get there: from Ferrol, Ferrol – Covas road signposted, go through the centre of Covas and go in the direction
of Esmelle.
Means of transport: car, urban line, coach, bicycle.
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It is located between the beaches of A Fragata
and San Xurxo, which is really a natural continuation (only separated by some rocks), it´s a
shell-shaped beach, with white sand, windy and
rough waves. It´s fantastic for water sports. The
area is rural whereas the beaches near San
Xurxo, A Fragata and O Vilar are quite crowded with a wide range of services. Esmelle is a
less crowded beach, and has less services.

Shell-shaped beach, white sand, windy and quite
a lot of wave swell but less than its neighbouring
Esmelle. Beautiful images of the waves beating
on the rocks. Rural area. Located between the beaches O Vilar and Esmelle, together with them
and San Xurxo, it forms part of the idyllic natural
bay of San Xurxo. Well equipped. Nearby campsite. It´s commonly visited by young people and
it´s also known as Porto Bello Beach.

Features
Type: open beach | Lenght: 160 metres | Width: 17 metres |
Summer time occupation: medium - high | Type of sand: fine
| Shaded areas: in the pine forest and the leisure area As
Cabazas | Sun time: all day.

Features
Type: open beach | Lenght: 160 metres | Width: 27 metres |
Summer time occupation: medium - high | Type of sand: fine
| Shaded areas: in the pine forest of the leisure area As Cabazas | Sun time: all day.

Services
Camp site As Cabazas nearby | Leisure area As Cabazas | Parking
| Life guard post | Showers | Beach cleaning services.

Services
Nearby campsite As Cabazas | Leisure area As Cabazas |
Parking | Danger warning signs | Lifeguard post | Rescue
boat | Showers | Beach cleaning services | Seasonal kiosks.

Fragata
Coordinates: 43° 32' 22.4" N | 8° 17' 36.9" W
How to get there: from Ferrol, Ferrol-Covas road, signposted; go
through the centre in Covas and take the direction to Esmelle.
Means of transport: car, urban bus line, coach, bicycle.

Ponzos
Coordinates: 43° 33' 15.28" N | 8° 16' 20.49" W
How to get there: from Ferrol, Ferrol-Covas road, sign posted; go
through the centre of Covas, A Pedreira and go towards beach.
Means of transport: car, bicycle, urban bus line (only goes up
to Covas).
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Unspoiled and an isolated seaside, the image
waves from its cliffs with the sensation of freedom and peace is really worthwile. It is located
in a natural and very green rural area. It´s very
large, windy and with white sand; with a strong
undertow as well. Lovers of surfing and other
gliding-sports have their paradise here. It has
an area reserved for nudists, which is situated
on the far right part, if you are looking at the
sea.

Beaches for everyone

Services
Parking | Danger warning signs | Lifeguard post | Showers |
Beach cleaning services | Seasonal kiosks | Urban transportation (only up to Covas).

San Xurxo
Coordinates: 43° 31 '24" N | 8° 18 '34.80" W
How to get there: from Ferrol, Ferrol-San Xurxo road up to the beach.
Means of transport: car, bicycle, urban bus line, coach.

When the tide is low, it is perfect to go for a walk
or running along the wet sand. Crossing the
rocks you can get to the beautiful and solitary
beach of Casal. It belongs to our neighbouring
Municipality of Narón and it is not very busy due
to its difficult access by land.
In Ponzos, there were a lot of ancient mining
settlements, dating to the Roman period. In fact
it is said that the name is taken from the number of mine shafts there. Nowadays abandoned,
but whose remains can be seen along the seaside. Ponzos ends towards the west leading to
another two small beaches, Medote and Sartaña.
Features
Type: open beach | Lenght: 1400 metres | Width: 45 metres
| Summer time occupation: medium - low | Type of sand: fine
| Shaded: no | Sun time: all day.

A beautiful landscape, in the Bay of San Xurxo.
The beach is long and rectilinear, with a fine
sand and crystal clear water. Marvelous, although it is always windy with strong waves.
It seems to be safe for swimming but it is not
the case; it is a dangerous beach and there are
a lot of warning signs showing it. The currents
and waves in this area are caused by the northwestern wind and as a result it is a difficult task
to return to the shore. It is a fantastic beach for
surfing, body-board and wing-surfing lovers.
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Leading on to the beaches of Esmelle, A Fragata and O Vilar which, really form part of San
Xurxo (only separated by some rocks), and finishes where the mountain of San Xurxo, takes
a bend. Rural environment, with a boat anchoring area... Amazing views with high tides. Also
known as the beach of two rivers, because the
Esmelle and Xuncal rivers flow into it.
The beach offers all services, as well as a wooden promenade and a sand dune area to the
rear. You can get to the seaside from A Pedreira and also from Vila da Area, which is the
last crowded side.
Features
Type: open beach | Lenght: 2.100 metres | Width: 100 metres | Summer time occupation: medium - high | Type of sand:
fine | Shaded: no | Sun time: all day (due to the presence of
mountains, around the four beaches that form this bay and
it is the first to become shaded at dusk).
Services
Bar and restaurant | Parking | Danger warning signs | Lifeguard post | Rescue boat | Showers | Waste bin containers |
Beach cleaning services | Phone boxes | Campsite As Cabazas nearby | Urban transportation | Leisure area As Cabazas.

Santa Comba
Coordinates: 43° 33' 20.45" N | 8° 17' 24.16" W
How to get there: from Ferrol, Ferrol-Covas road, sign posted, go to the centre of Covas, A Pedreira and go in the direction of the beach.
Means of transport: car, bicycle, urban bus line to Covas.

Santa Comba has a fascinating and unique beauty with its long rectilinear beach which faces
the north, white sand, windy, rough waves and
important undertow. The dune systems and the
presence of small island make this area one of
the most beautiful and with an historic interest:
the island of Santa Comba, "Illa do Medio", has
a chapel dedicated to this Saint, which can only
be accessed at low tide.
Its peacefulness and amazing views of the
waves beating on the rocks make it worthwile. It
is a rural area and once again it is ideal for practising water sports. The beach has two accesses by car each both with its parking area.
Services are concentrated in the eastern area of
the inlet, next to the viewpoint where cars can
be parked.
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Features
Type: open beach | Lenght: 1.500 metres | Width: 25 metres
| Summer time occupation: medium | Type of sand: fine | Shaded: no | Sun time: all day.
Services
Parking on both sides | Danger warning signs | Life guard
post | Showers | Beach cleaning service | Relatively close
public transportation.

Vilar - Covas
Coordinates: 43° 32' 32.89" N | 8° 18' 6.23" W
How to get there: from Ferrol, Ferrol-Covas road, sign posted, go though the centre of Covas.
Means of transport: car, bicycle, urban bus line.

Beaches for everyone

beach). A rural environment which is not very
urbanized, with only a few summer houses. It is
close to A Fragata, which is a better equipped
beach with stairs for access.
On the right, it has rocks which make their way
to Botes beach during low tide. On the left, we
can find the life guard post.
In the middle, above its rocks, there is a parking area and a small bar, next to the telephone
boxes which are only available during the summer period. It is the nearest beach to the Beceiro bus stop and of the four beaches which
form the bay, this is the favourite for seniors.
Features
Type: open beach | Lenght: 100 metres | Width: 22 metres |
Summer time occupation: medium - high | Type of sand: fine
| Shaded: no | Sun time: all day, until late in the evening.
Services
Bar | Parking | Danger warning signs | Life guard post | Rescue boat | Showers | Waste bin containers | Beach cleaning
services | Public transport.

It is also known as the beach of Covas. This
place is worthwile because of the calm and peaceful seaside and the beautiful views of the
waves beating on the rocks. It is a shell-shaped beach with fine white sand, windy and with
waves (less towards the right hand side of the
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Estuary beaches
The estuary beaches are characterized for being smaller, enjoying calm water and for being
close to populated areas, this means they have more services and are ideal for families with
children. Such is the case of Cariño, San Felipe, A Graña and the urban beach of Caranza.
A Graña
Coordinates: 43° 28' 53.56" N | 8°15' 34.18" W
How to get there: from Ferrol, Ferrol- A Graña road.
Means of transport: on foot, by bicycle, by car, by urban bus line.

Services
Bars, restaurants | Parking | Life guard post | Showers |
Waste bin containers | Beach cleaning service | Promenade
| Urban transportation.

Caranza
Coordinates: 43º 28' 50.93" N | 8º 12' 16.72" W
How to get there: Caranza district.
Means of transport: on foot, by bicycle, by car, by urban transport.

Rectilinear beach, located in the estuary of Ferrol,
with fine white sand, calm water, ideal for swimming
and nautical sports (sailing and rowing). Sheltered
from the wind. Semi-urban environment. It has a
boat anchoring area and it has a floating nautical
port, which offers diesel fuel, a crane, anchorage
area, repair garage, shipyard and a custorms dispatch office. It has a small promenade, too.
Features
Type: sheltered beach | Lenght: 250 m | Width: 25 m | Summer time occupation: high | Type of sand: fine | Shaded: yes
| Sun time: mornings (facing the sunrise and with the mountain behind, it becomes shaded in the afernoon).

Urban artificial beach, fine white sand, located in
the inlet of Caranza, calm water and not very
windy, ideal for swimming and nautical sports
(sailing and rowing). It is an urban environment
with a promenade. It has beautiful views of the
estuary of Ferrol, specially at sunset. One of the
windsurfing schools in the city has its base here,
at this beach. It has a very long promenade.
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Features
Type: sheltered beach | Lenght: 600 metres | Width: 30 metres | Summer time occupation: medium | Type of sand: thick
| Shaded: yes (green urban area nearby) | Sun time: all day
(positioned towards the south, so the sun shines laterally towards the end of the afternoon).

Beaches for everyone

San Felipe
Coordinates: 43° 28' 7.66" N | 8° 16' 40.32" W
How to get there: coastal road, leaving the city centre of Ferrol
through A Malata, then following indications to San Felipe castle.
Means of transport: car.

Services
Parking | Disabled people access | Life guard post | Showers |
Beach cleaning service | Seasonal kiosks | Urban transportation.

Cariño
Coordinates: 43° 28' 14.86" N | 8° 18' 58.80" W
How to get there: coastal road.
Means of transport: by car.

It is a little beach, placed in a rural area with the
same name, set in a rugged surrounding with
plentiful vegetation, protected from the wind,
with white sand and calm, clean water. Urbanized rural environment with very few houses.
Features
Type: protected | Lenght: 90 m | Width: 25 m | Summer time
occupation: low | Type of sand: fine and small rocks | Sun
time: mornings (becomes quickly shaded in the afternoon).
Services Showers.

Placed in the estuary of Ferrol, close to San Felipe castle, in the charming countryside called by
the same name, it is a small semi urban protected beach, calm water, very protected from wind
due to its location and the protection given by
the castle walls. It almost disappears with high
tide. Anchoring area for small fishing boats, therefore it is not appropiate for great swimmers.
Features
Type: protected | Lenght: 100 metres | Width: 20 metres |
Summer time occupation: high | Type of sand: fine | Shaded:
yes | Sun time: mornings (positioned towards the eastern rising
sun with a mountain behind so it becomes shaded in the afternoon).
Services
Restaurants | Nearby parking (castle) | Benches | Waste bins
| Beach cleaning service | Urban transportation.
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Charming coves
Charming coves can be found throughout the whole litoral, not very crowded, where it is easy to relax
and escape from the rest of the world: Lobadiz, Lumebó, As Fontes, O Porto, Medote and Sartaña...
As Fontes

Lobadiz

Coordinates: 43° 33' 29.44" N | 8° 16' 57.42" W
How to get there: same access as to the beach of Santa Comba.
Means of transport: car, bicycle, urban bus line up to Covas.

Coordinates: 43° 30' 32.88" N | 8° 19' 40.11" W
How to get there: from Ferrol, Ferrol-San Xurxo road; around
1 km before you get to Doniños beach from the north, take
the first crossing on the right.
Me ans of transport: car (unpaved road access), bicycle,
urban bus line to the neighbouring beach of Doniños.

Following a long Santa Comba beach you will find
the idyllic cove of As Fontes and it is only separated from the large seaside by a cliff. Crystal
clear water, which can be only be enjoyed at low
tide. The whole area has waves, even though it is
a flat and sheltered beach. When there is a low
tide, we can get to the Santa Comba chapel, situated on the island, by climbing some steps.
Features
Type: protected | Lenght: 60 metres | Width: 5 metres | Summer time occupation: low | Type of sand: fine | Sun time:
quickly becomes shaded in the evening as it is surrounded
by cliffs.
Services
Parking

A wild and rocky cove, windy with large waves,
there are no services, but there is an amazing
view of the Gabeiras islands. It is an ideal beach
for diving lovers, with clear water and remains of
a shipwreck. Before going down to the beach,
which has a ramp for fishing boats, there are
fishermen huts. On the west, there is a high cliff
so it becomes quickly, shaded in the afternoons.
Features
Type: protected | Lenght: 75 metres | Width: 15 metres | Summer time occupation: high | Type of sand: thick and rocky | Sun
time: in the mornings and early afternoon.
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Services Small parking area

Lumebó
Coordinates: 43° 29 '1.56" N | 8° 19 '28.78" W
How to get there: from Ferrol, Ferrol-San Xurxo; road in
Valón (km 2), follow signs to Doniños and from there head
to the extreme southern point of Punta Penencia beach.
Means of transport: car and nearby urban bus line.

This small wild cove, which only exists at low tide
and is a magical place with a very difficult access
because of the rugged land but extremely beautiful. The strange rock shapes which looks like
scultures contribute to it´s beauty. Visited by nudists. Spectacular sunset.
Features
Type: protected | Lenght: 150 metres | Width: 20 metres | Summer time occupation: low | Type of sand: fine | Sombra: no | Sun
time: from mid-morning until sunset.
Services
Isolated and with a difficult access, so it does not have any
available services.

Beaches for everyone

Medote y Sartaña
Coordinates: 43° 33' 20.71" N | 8° 16' 36.24" W
How to get there: from Ferrol, Ferrol-Covas road, signposted;
go through centre of Covas, A Pedreira and follow the direction of Ponzos beach.
Means of transport: car (unpaved road), bicycle, urban bus line
(only up to Covas).

Just separated for a few rocks, they are two
small isolated coves, deserted and unspoiled,
adjacent to the western part of Ponzos beach,
which almost completely disappear at high tide.
Windy with large waves. Sartaña is a beach
with a small anchoring area for small fishing
boats. At sunset, because of the position of the
beach and because of the surrounding rocks, it
gets shaded before the rest of the coast.
Features
Type: open beach | Lenght: 35 and 75 metres respectively |
Width: 5 and 9 metres respectively | Summer time occupation: low | Type of sand: fine | Shaded: no | Sun time: becomes quickly shaded in the afternoon.
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Services Small parking between them and at Ponzos beach
too | Life guard post in Ponzos | Urban transportation (only
up to Covas).

This is one of the favourite diving-points for
local divers.

O Porto

Features
Type: open | Lenght: 65 metres | Width: 15 metres | Summer
time occupation: low | Type of sand: fine and rocky | Sun time:
surrounded by coastal rock crags at Cape Prior, soon becomes shaded.

Coordinates: 43° 33' 35.59" N | 8° 18' 12.80" W
How to get there: from Ferrol, go towards Cape Prior; before you get to the lighthouse, at Prioiro, take the crossing
which will take us to the shellfish farm at Covas, located next
to this cove and go past the shellfish farm up to the next unpaved road on the right.
Means of transport: car.

Small cove located next to the shellfish farm
restaurant in Covas, north side of Cape Prior.
It is usually very windy with large waves and it
disappears at high tide.
At the top, just before you go down the stairs
to the cove, there are some huts which fishermen use to keep their rigging, so it would be
normal to see some small fishing boats anchored, too.

Services
Restaurant | Parking: the only parking area belongs to the
shellfish farm restaurant.

Natural spaces, viewpoints,
trails and more...
The variety, richness and singularity of the natural landscape in Ferrol make it a first class quality attraction. We
introduce its natural spaces here, some with spectacular
views and we recommend our walks and trails. For family
interest, we also include our leisure areas.
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Natural environment
The natural environment in Ferrol has a little of everything.
With an extensive maritime shoreline Ferrol mixes
rugged, shores with the tranquil waters of the estuaries, extensive sandy beaches and even coastal, fresh water lagoons with marshland and
dunes, like the one at Doniños. The lighthouses
of the emblematic capes Prioriño and Prior transmit the excitement of facing the vast Atlantic, not
to mention the mystical chapel in Santa Comba,
facing the sea alone. The coast of Ferrol is part of
the Costa Ártabra, a natural and protected area
known as a Community Important Place (Lugar
de Importancia Comunitaria L.I.C).
Inland we enjoy a landscape covered by trails
where hills, valleys and rivers all converge. In Fe-

rrol we find the most beautiful panoramic views.
During winter time, from the natural coastal viewpoints, you can see the waves beating against
cliffs and in summer time, you can enjoy the fantastic calm and peaceful sunset. From these viewpoints we can admire Magnus Portus Artabrorum
and the gulf (Golfo Ártabro) which spawned so
much interest among the Ancient Romans.
Moving inland Chamorro grants us an impressive
panoramic landscape of the port, the city and the
whole estuary. Then finally, the mountain Monte Ventoso, at 245m above sea level: the best point from
which to set our imagination free over the ocean
which goes from Cape Prior to Cape Prioriño.
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Spaces of natural interest, viewpoints and promenades
These are the main natural areas in Ferrol, many of which are luxurious balconies and watchtowers to the landscape. Close to each one of them there are trails for walks we recommend
not to be missed.
Cape Prior
Coordinates: 43º 34' 02.71" N | 8º 18' 51.93" W
How to get there: located at 14km from the centre of Ferrol, Ferrol-Covas road; turn off at Covas towards Cape Prior lighthouse.
Means of transport: car, urban bus line to Covas.

Cape Prior has one of the best panoramic views
in Ferrol and it is one of its most emblematic places with outstandings natural beauty, an ideal
place from which to enjoy the sunset and from
where you can see the wild Artabrian Coast and
the beaches of Santa Comba, Ponzos, Esmelle...
Over it all stands the majestic lighthouse of Cape
Prior, at more than 100m high, its hexagonal
tower presides over the coastline. The strategic
importance and historical interest of Cape Prior
goes beyond. This can be observed with the
three routes we recommend for you.

A walk in...
In Cape Prior we can choose between three
trails. All with great unspoiled beauty and short
in lengh, although of mid to high difficulty level
due to the tough access and the proximity to the
sea: Prior Batteries, Prior Tunnels and Prior Siren.
Prior – Batteries
From the lighthouse we make our way up the
hill to Cape Prior, at the top we find military
batteries which are no longer in use. These
amazing constructions were commenced in
1928, during the era of Primo de Rivera, and
they were concluded in 1936.

Together with the batteries in Prioriño and
those in O Pieiro-Monte Ventoso, they form
part of the defensive system of the estuary, set
up in the 20th century when the armamentistic advances of the period had left the monumental fortifications of San Felipe and A Palma
out-dated. (A battleship could bomb both castles from dozens of km without fear of being
attacked back.) The estuary and arsenal in Ferrol were of great importance since this is a
port of call for most of the Spanish Navy.
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In order to defend the strategic point, which was
Ferrol, the Government decided to build the aforementioned batteries and installed, among
others, four of the famous Vickers Amstrong
38,1cm calibre cannons, model 1926, which
had the greatest barrel dimensions in O Pieiro –
Monte Ventoso and here in Prior.
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Prior – Tunnels
North of the lighthouse, among the old military
batteries, we find the trail which leads to the tunnels that are dug out throughout Cape Prior and
which were built with military ends in mind. During the descent, we can enjoy magnificent views
of Santa Comba, Ponzos beach and Mount Vela.

Weapons capable of firing projectiles weighing
885kg up to a distance of 35km. That is able to
blow up a war vessel of that period.
15-20 people were needed around each of
these well-known cannons to operate them,
there were other smaller ones in lower positions.
Large military facilities were erected around
them designed to protect, maintain and operate
them. These included bunkers, tunnels and antiaircraft guns as well as living quarters, offices
and warehouses.
Although there is nothing left of that impressive
military set up, the considerable amount of military ruins at the imposing Cape Prior, indicate
the magnitude and vital importance of this defensive location. (Due to the current ruinous
state of the buildings and the presence of tunnels, extreme caution is advised when visiting
the area.)

Prior – Siren
Right next to the lighthouse, stairs built into the
rocks take us to the siren foghorn, which warns
approaching vessels of the proximity of the
coast during foggy days and nights when visual
signals are inadequate. It can be dangerous to
walk down on very windy days.
WAR N I N G! When visiting coastal viewpoints and spots
close to the sea, specially in steep areas, special care
should be taken particularly on windy days. On visits to military buildings, the current abandoned state and the presence of tunnels and traps are very dangerous, so extreme
care shoul be taken!
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Cape Prioriño Chico
Coordinates: 43º 27' 29.99" N | 08º 20' 25.36" W
How to get there: Ferrol-San Xurxo road, in Valón (km 2),
turn towards Prioriño lighthouse.
Means of transport: car.

We get to it by going around the exterior port. It is
crowned by Prioriño Chico lighthouse, which guides sailors as they approach the Ferrol estuary. It
is a place of great natural beauty which is an ideal
location from which to watch sunsets and observe
the rugged nature of the land that jets out to sea.
From here, on clear days, you can see A Coruña
and the entire Artabrian Gulf. If this wasn't enough,
in Prioriño Cape, we can also find the remains of
the two former coastal batteries: Prioriño and As
Viñas as well as an interpretation centre:
Interpretation Centre in Prioriño
Cabo Prioriño, s/n.
Group visits reserving beforehand | Free | T: 981 338 000 |
www.apfsc.es | ferrol@apfsc.es | 20 explanatory panels about the
history of the defending batteries and about the construction process of a project of considerable magnitude, the exterior port.

Natural spaces, viewpoints, trails and more...

A walk through...
Due to the strategic position, watching over the
entrance to Ferrol, in Prioriño Chico, we also find
the remains of another coastal battery built by
the military in the 18th century: the Batería de
Prioriño. Eventually, the lighthouse which still guides the way into the estuary was built upon its
walls and later on also the radar station.

In spite of this, the considerable work of engineering required for its construction is clear to
see: some wood stairs take us to the lower deck.
There we can see a large box carved into the
rock. This was the location where the ovenware
cannon balls were heated, we can also imagine
the complex filling and levelling that must have
been required to turn the cliffs into adequate
ground for defense purposes.
A few steps away, we find another battery known
as Castelo das Viñas. This battery is coetaneous
to the previous one (C.XVIII). It was moved here
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from its original location under the exterior port,
very close to the cape and visible from the new
location of this fort.
In its day, this battery was home to up to 15 cannons in as many embrasures. As it is typical in this
type of building, it also had a cannon ball oven, a
supply warehouse, guard quarters and officers' area.
WARN I NG! During visits to coastal viewpoints and adjacent sea areas, specially in steep and rocky areas, extreme care should be taken and even more on windy
days!

Prioriño Grande Cape
Coordinates: 43º 27' 33" N | 8º 20' 24" W
How to get there: located next to Cape Prioriño Chico [+info:
p. 17].
Means of transport: car (pedestrian access).

the top of the hill, where we set off, we can see a
shrine to conmemorate an accident which happened here in 1930 when a Spanish Navy Domier airplane crushed. There are tunnels at
Prioriño Grande which are currently out of use. At
one time, they housed projectors which were part
of the network of batteries that were carved into
the entrance to the Ferrol Estuary. (Due to the ruinous state of the facilities, we recommend you to
avoid going inside and to be cautious).
From Prioriño Grande, the views out to sea are
impressive.
WARNING! When visiting coastal viewpoints and spots close to the
sea, specially in steep areas, special care should be taken, particularly on windy days. On visits to military buildings, the current abandoned state and the presence of tunnels and traps are very
dangerous, so extreme care shoul be taken!

Caranza
Coordinates: 43º 28' 50.93" N | 8º 12' 16.72" W
How to get there: district of Caranza
Means of transport: on foot, by bicycle, by car, by urban transportation.

Cape Prioriño Grande is very close to Prioriño
Chico and we must head towards the north. To
access it, before getting to Prioriño Chico, we take
the dirt road on the right following the signpost
EDAR and we follow the path up to the end. At
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Although it is not a natural area, the urban viewpoint in Caranza, located next to the sea, tells us
about the settlement of man in the area. From
this place we can contemplate the estuary and
the nearby towns on the other shore (O Seixo,
Mugardos...), as well as the impressive views of
the naval shipyards with its huge cranes dominating the horizon. It is a strategic point for viewing sunsets. Its promenade is about 1km long
but the whole road surrounding it is called Avenida do Mar which is highly recommended for
long walks.
The district of Caranza also has great green
areas near the sea, equipped with benches and
tables, which turns it into a great place for children to play and have their afternoon snacks.
A walk through...
Caranza is a great place to go for a walk; besides
the viewpoint and its plentiful green areas by the
sea, it also has a promenade and a beach. Thanks
to its bicycle lane, cyclers can also easily access the
viewpoint. If you don't have a bike, you can rent one
and later return it to "Ferrol en bici" bike stations
spread all around the city. The bike lane starts in the
Avenida de Esteiro, in the city centre, and it goes
past the new Auditorium and surrounds the whole
district of Caranza next to the sea. Its route matches
the English Route for Saint-James Way and with the
route towards San Andrés de Teixido.
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Chamorro
Coordinates: 43° 30' 31.89" N | 8° 14' 34.36" W
How to ge t there: from Ferrol, Covas-Esmelle road, after
2,5km there is a crossing signposted toward the chapel of
Chamorro.
Means of transport: nearby urban bus line, car.

This is a viewpoint situated in a semi-urban setting, beside the solitary Chamorro chapel (C.XVI),
in honour of the Virgin of Chamorro, also known
as the Virgin of Nordés. Name with nautical origins, as the Nordés is the most favourable wind
for fishing in the Ferrol Estuary and because the
chapel is situated in the North East on the wind
compass. According to the legend, a fisherman
whose boat was about to sink in the rough sea,
begged the Virgin for help and, terrified, shouted
out "Xa morro!"(="I'm already dying!"). The virgin
saved him and ever since it has been named this
way. On Easter Monday, a pilgrimage takes place
to remenber the miracle. Thousands of devoted
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people go up to the deserted chapel on their
knees or on foot following the 14 images from
the mid 20th century Vía Crucis, showing the different stations of the Way of the Cross. The pilgrims and visitors share an enjoyable day here in
the countryside dancing to the sound of the bagpipe and they offer the Virgen candles and offerings. Inside the chapel, we can see a cross dome
in the shape of a four point star and a Baroque
altarpiece with an image of the Virgen with the
Baby presiding over it. The image seems to date
back to the Medieval Period. Outside, the cross is
from the 17th-18th century. From this place, so
symbolic and loved by those who are native of
Ferrol, we can enjoy an impressive panoramic
view of the city, the Serantes Valley, the entire Ferrol Estuary and the coastal towns across the
shore: Fene, Mugardos...

Ártabra Coast. The coast
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The Ártabra Coast is a coastal area of great beauty. Due to the unspoiled nature of its landscape it has been classified as an environmentaly
protected space L.I.C (Lugar de Importancia Comunitaria). It covers several municipalities in the
north of A Coruña province, from Mugardos and
Ares on the opposite side of Ferrol Estuary,
through Ferrol itself, Narón, Valdoviño, Cedeira,
Ortigueira and Cariño.
Generally rocky, sharp and very exposed to the
ocean winds it offers unique views of cliff ends
and peaks among which we can find large sandy
beaches and secluded coves, as well as quiet
estuaries like Ferrol, Cedeira and Ortigueira.
It also has two lakes with considerable natural
and landscape interest: Doniños and Valdoviño.
A walk through...
The Ártabra coast from Prior to Lobadiz
In order to get an idea of the beautiful and varied
landscapes which the Artabrian Coast has to offer,
without leaving Ferrol, we can walk the 17km
which go from Cape Prior to Punta del Castro de
Lobadiz along the coast.

This section is part of the future E-9 trail (a trail
which goes through the whole European Coast
from the Baltics to Lisbon and which, in some sections, as is it the case in Ferrol, it is still in a development phase).
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These areas around the beginning and end points
are easily accessible by urban buses, which is the
most convenient to avoid back tracking unless we
have two cars or travel by coach. We shall start in
Santa Comba leaving Ponzos beach behind to
head to Cape Prior after going over the islets "Os
Cabalos" near the coast. A little further on is the
shellfish farm restaurant at Covas. From that point,
the continuous presence of military installations
go by us towards the Cape, where we will also see
the lighthouse. We gradually surround the Cape
and begin to see San Xurxo and Esmelle beach
towards the southeast. We have to cross over a
small inlet A Cova, a natural anchoring area for
small boats, which can be accessed by road. From
this point, houses are plentiful, on the hillside of A
Fragata and O Vilar beaches. The campsite announces the entrance to Esmelle beach which
changes its name to San Xurxo when we reach
Mougá mountain, towards Vila da Area. At the end
of the beach, San Xurxo pine forest starts, which
leads on to Punta Herbosa, from where we can
see the same islet. The next point is Castro de Lobadiz with Gabeiras islands right opposite. At the
end, Doniños beach and the lagoon appear before us.
WARN I NG! When visiting coastal viewpoints and spots close
to the sea, specially in steep areas, special care should be
taken, particularly on windy days. On visits to military buildings,
the current abandoned state and the presence of tunnels and
traps are very dangerous, so extreme care shoul be
taken!
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Islas Gabeiras
Coordinates: 43° 30' 39.64" N | 8° 20 '14.49" W
How to get there: not visitable; the nearest point we can access
is the extreme north point of the beach in Doniños and from
there you can walk to Castro de Lobadiz point. [more info:p23].
Means of transport: by bus or by car but just nearby.

The Gabeiras islands were attached to land but
became segregated due to sea erosion. Even
though it seems to be just one island from land,
there are really two islands, probably formed at
two different geological times. The remains
found on them prove that they were occupied
by humans from Castro de Lobadiz.

Laguna de Doniños - Lagoon
Coordinates: 43° 29' 31.15" N | 8° 18' 45.26" W
How to get there: from Ferrol, Ferrol – San Xurxo road; in
valón (km 2), take turning signposted to Doniños.
Means of transport: by urban bus line and by car.
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A walk through...
The area of Doniños is ideal for walking. We recommend these four routes: Circular laguna,
Paseo marítimo, Castro de Lobadiz and Penencia-Lumebó.
Round lagoon · Combining paved and dirt roads
it is possible to walk around the lagoon in about
an hour (4 km), it has medium to low level of difficulty and takes us through an old firing range.
Promenade · Doniños beach, adjacent to the lagoon, has its own promenade, which combines
sand and wood in the same promenade where
we can find a children's playground. It is recommended for the whole family.
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Doniños is a fertile valley with fantastic landscapes. It is joined to the sea by the fresh water lagoon and it is also surrounded by dunes. It has
been declared a humid area of natural interest
due to the vegetation community which surrounds it: buttercups, water lilies, water spikes,
marsh vegetation and amphibian plants... These,
together with riverside vegetation, make an
ecosystem of an important ecological interest.
We should also add a typical dune vegetation,
with endemic species from Galicia such as orchids and violets.
The lagoon, which is 9m deep, opens and flows
into the sea once a year (in spring) and the
marshlands created are spectacular to see, the
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bird species which inhabit them are also remarkable, both migratory and sedentary. Due
to its exceptionality, the area is declared a hunting refuge included in the Red Natura 2000
as a place of communitary importance, L.I.C.
According to the tradition, there is a city buried
below the water of the lagoon, which was swallowed up by an enormous wave to punish the
evil citizens who lived there.
The legend claims that only two boys survived
the catastrophe which gave name to the place.
However, other investigations claim that the
name is due to the PreRoman name Dumnios.

Castro de Lobadiz
We start and finish this walk at the parking area
in the extreme north of Doniños beach, where we
also have a nearby beach bar. The circular route
which lasts an hour and a half, (6 km aprox.) is
not very difficult and it is appropriate for everybody. It shows us the rugged coastline of Rías
Altas and, at Lobadiz point, the remains of the coastal fort in which we can situate the ancient
walls and barricades.

The story associated with this fort is particularly
funny, it tells how a "rubber" bridge joined the fort
with the Gabeiras islands, where remains of ceramics and a vase were found. If it is extremely
sunny, we can go back through the shade of the
pine forest.
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Penencia - Lumebó
This path is considered medium difficulty and about
30 min long and it is not appropriate for those who
suffer from dizziness or fear of heights. It begins at
the high end of Penencia point, in the extreme south
of Doniños beach, where we can find a bar and then
it immediately goes down to one of the most beautiful beaches in Ferrol: the small Lumebó beach, sprinkled with rocks which look like sculptures. It is
recommended for people without a lot of time, but
who are looking forward to highly exciting experiences. The views from the cliffs of Rías Altas produce
this feeling, but if you get to this place during the sunset, the view of the beach is remarkably beautiful.
WARNING! When visiting coastal viewpoints and spots close to
the sea, specially in steep areas, special care should be taken,
particularly on windy days. On visits to military buildings, the current abandoned state and the presence of tunnels and traps are
very dangerous, so extreme care shoul be taken!

Santa Comba
Coordinates: 43º 33' 37" N | 8º 16' 56" W
How to get there: once you are in Covas, turn right towards
Santa Comba or Ponzos beach.
Means of transport: car, nearby urban bus line.

Towards the extreme west of this beautiful wild
beach, we can find a group of islets which show
the erosive effect of the sea on the cliffs. On the
biggest one, called "Isla del Medio" or "de la
Santa", there is a charming and deserted Roman
chapel (12th century) where there was previously
a coastal fort similar to the one in Lobadiz.
To get there, we go down to the little beach called As Fontes, only accessible at low tide and
we can go up to the island by climbing a few
steps. Santa Comba has an impressive landscape, which is magical and surrounded by legends and miracles.
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A legend tells us that Santa Comba came sailing on a stone boat with her son San Silvestre
on a stormy day. This story claims that the boat
they sailed on was made of stone with a sarcophagus shape which can still be seen very
near to the santuary.
Why were they sailing around here? The popular tradition claims that Santa Comba abandonned her son San Silvestre so that she could
cast spells ("enmeigar"). Later on, she regretted this and after confessing her sin to a priest,
who was in reality her son, she came with him
to the island "Illa do Medio", where the chapel
is located in order to obtain forgiveness.
Ferrol tributes Santa Comba with a popular pilgrimage which started more than 900 years
ago, even though the official date of the festivity is on 31st December, San Silvestre Day,
the neighbours celebrate it on the last weekend in August, so that the tourists and summer visitors can enjoy the party too.
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A walk through...
Santa Comba beach
The dunes in Santa Comba are a natural space
with spectacular beauty and of great natural value.

Here we can find prickly plants, moss, violets, litoral silenes, pimpinela roses, torviscos and orchids, among other species.
WARN I NG! When visiting coastal viewpoints and spots close
to the sea, specially in steep areas, special care should be
taken, particularly on windy days.
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Other paths
People from Ferrol are very into hiking, that is why there are so many routes in natural environments. Apart from those which go through natural areas we can add the following ones,
but there are more...
Castle Trails
Co ordinates: 43º 33' 37" N | 08º 16' 56" W (San Felipe
Castle, starting point).
How to get there: take the coastal road, leaving Ferrol city
through A Malata and from there following the signposts towards San Felipe Castle.
Means of transport: you can get to starting point by car.
Total distance: 2,5 km aprox. (1h aprox.).
Difficulty: generally not very difficult to do on foot or by bike;
it hardly goes through paved segments.
Ideal period: all year round.

The trail goes through the amazing castles (coastal batteries) San Felipe and San Cristobal,
erected in the 16th and 17th century to protect
the entrance to the estuary. They are magnificent pieces perfectly integrated in the landscape they were to defend. Going on this trail,

we can go back in time and easily understand
the historical importance and fabulous natural
configuration of the estuary.
We start our trek in the San Felipe castle, we
should not miss visiting the inner part of it. From
there we can see the other castle on the other
side A Palma. These inmense buildings, together with the San Martín fortress on the other
side of the estuary more to the west of A Palma
Castle and now in ruins, made up the best set
of military premises in Spain at the time. Due to
its location in the most strategic and narrow
point of the estuary, as well as its well thought
out canon set up, they formed an infallible triangle of fire which was completed by a chain crossing from one castle to the other to avoid enemy
troops accessing it.
In the 18th century, once the Navy was established in Ferrol, the coastal defenses were increased and, apart from enlarging the castles,
small simple forts were built as we will see further on San Carlos battery and San Cristóbal
battery (and others not included in this trail such
as those in Cariño, As Viñas, Prioriño and Doni-
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ños). The trail, which is easily seen from the castle, runs close to the sea, through fishermen's
paths. From there, we can observe the narrowing
of the estuary and its ideal natural defensive features. We can also observe ships entering and
leaving the estuary.
Sine it is less visible and also more difficult to
access by road than the rest, San Carlos battery has been well preserved to the date. On the
front that faces the sea, it had twelve embrasures as well as lodgings, gunpowder and provisions stores.
Although San Cristóbal battery was less lucky, it
still preserves its figure. It had ten embrasures,
lodgings for artillerymen, a provisions store and
a reflector oven for cannonballs. Its mission was
to defend the inlet in Cariño in order to avoid
the anchoring of enemy boats. The itinerary
ends at the viewpoint of San Cristóbal. From
here we can walk back to the starting point, following the road or going back the way we
came. We can also take the urban busline in
San Cristóbal village.
San Felipe Castle
San Felipe, s/n
Open all year round (365 days).
Guided visits in high season (Easter and summer): consult timetables in the Tourist Information Centre in Ferrol.
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Brión Mountain trails
Coordinates: 43º 33' 37" N | 08º 16' 56" W (San Felipe castle, starting point).
How to get there: coastal road, leaving Ferrol city from A Malata and from there following directions to San Felipe castle.
Means of transport: you can get to the starting point by car
or by urban busline.
Total distance: 10 km (4 hours aprox.).
Level of difficulty: no difficulty; there are only one important
hill (from Cariño to Monte Ventoso). Accessible by mountain
bike. Some segments are unpaved and other are paved.
Ideal period: all year round, however, if it is a clear day you
will get better views.

The small village of San Felipe, castle included,
marks the start to this route.
The closest Sunday to August 25th, a popular
long walk is organised along this trail in commemoration of the battle occurred there in
1800, which ends with a party. Apart from coastal forts such as San Felipe and others further
on, like San Cristóbal and San Carlos, it goes
through villages like Cariño, with small inlets
which offer the temptation to go in for a swim,
and O Pieiro, to go down later towards Monte
Ventoso, with spectacular views: A Coruña and
its coast up to Malpica, with the Sisargas islands
in the background; Betanzos estuary; the entrance to Ferrol estuary; the beach and lagoon in
Doniños at our feet; the Gabeiras Islands and
the Fort Point in Lobadiz; San Xurxo beach and
in the distance, Cape Prior.
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In Monte Ventoso we can find remains from the
military batteries from the 20th century. The
trail takes us up to the mountains, Montes de
Brión, where war took place on 25th of August
1800 in which 15 000 English soldiers were
defeated by 3 000 inhabitants from the area,
and the trail ends in Brión, where it connects
with the circular trail in Ferrol.

Circular trail: Views of Ferrol
Coordinates: 43° 29' 17.18" N | 8° 14' 18.44" W (starting
point).
How to get there: the starting point is in the urban area.
Means of transport: you can easily get to the starting point
on foot since it is in the urban district of Canido.
Total distance: 12 km (4 hours aprox.).
Difficulty: in genearal not very difficulty to do on foot or by
bike and it hardly goes through paved roads.
Ideal period: clear days to enjoy the views.

To honour its name, this path starts with beautiful views in A Graña and the inlet in A Malata:
the bastion in Canido, which forms part of the
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former defensive wall in the city. Later on, it will
take us to Chamorro with its beautiful views and
to the mountains of Brión where we can find
one of the most beautiful panoramic views of
the city of Ferrol. It goes on from there to A Cabana, where you can follow the promenade in
order to get to A Malata again, very close to the
starting point. (Regular bus line service here).
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Promenades and leisure areas
Ferrol has wonderful promenades and several leisure areas: places to go for a walk, practice
sport, play or go on a picnic, ideal for the whole family.
Promenade and leisure area in A Malata
Road from Porto to Graña
Coordinates: 43° 29' 30.91" N | 8° 14' 37.46" W
How to get there: from Ferrol Vello, turn off the road to the
port in direction to A Malata/A Graña and we will find it on
our left.
M eans of transport: on foot, by car, by urban bus line, by
coach.

ses a modern hanging bridge and it surrounds
all the inlet to go on along the coats towards A
Cabana. The leisure area surrounds the banks
of A Malata inlet, next to the municipal sports
centre premises (basketball pavillon, football
stadium and municipal swimming pool) and the
Fair Exhibition pavilion F.I.M.O. It is an open air
area which is usually crowded and it is used for
leisure and sports, there are tables and benches
where you can sit and have a snack. There is a
bike lane and a "Ferrol en bici" station nearby.
Leisure area in As Cabazas

Total distance of promenade: 3 km aprox.

El paseo marítimo propiamente dicho comienza
en las inmediaciones del puerto comercial de
Ferrol, cruza un moderno puente de tirantes, y
contornea toda la ensenada de A Malata, para
después continuar, siempre siguiendo la costa,
hasta A Cabana. The promenade really starts in
the area of the commercial port in Ferrol, it cros-

San Xoán de Covas
Coordinates: 43° 32' 21.39" N | 8° 17' 36.98" W
How to get there: Ferrol-Covas road, signposted, go through
the centre of Covas, turn towards Esmelle/Ferrol-San Xurxo
road, turn towards Esmelle.
Means of transport: car, bus line.

Located in a rural environment, there is a large
extension of land in order to enjoy open air leisure activities. It is frequently visited, both in summer and winter. There are tables and benches,
fountains, barbecues, bins and lots of shade for
sunny days. There is also a camp site with sports
facilities nearby.
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Camino of San Andrés de Teixido
"Va de muerto el que no fue de vivo" · "If you don't go when alive, you will go when dead"
Camino of San Andrés de Teixido route from Ferrol
From Ferrol we can start the route in Santa
Comba or in Curuxeiras port (following the
same route as the route Camino Inglés to O
Couto monastery). It doesn't matter which route
you take, both the landscape and the cultural
heritage will surprise you.

The route to San Andrés de Teixido takes us to one
of the most important places of worship and pilgrimage in Galicia. Legend has it that San Andrés
(Saint Andrew), one of the twelve apostles arrived by
boat at the cliffs in Teixido, when it began to sink.
Nobody helped him but he received a promise from
God that he would have his own sanctuary and pilgrimage which would last to the end of the world,
and dead or alive, all human beings would have to
visit it. This is where the saying "If you don't go when
alive, you will go when dead" comes from. "A San
Andrés de Teixido vai de morto o que non vai de
vivo." The monastery existed in the 12th century but
the current church was finished in the 18th century.
Apart from its religious importance and its roots of
ancestral traditions, such as votive offering hanging
from trees, San Andrés de Teixido is known for its
beauty and rugged landscapes.

Route: It goes through the following districts: Ferrol – Narón
– Valdoviño – Cedeira.
Means of transport: On foot, on horseback, by bicycle.
Lengh: From Curuxeiras port: 50 km. From Santa Comba:
45 km aprox.
Recommended stages: S tage 1 Curuxeiras port – Pazo Libunca (country house): 13,5 km. Santa Comba – Pazo Libunca (country house): 12 km aprox. Stage 2 Pazo Libunca
– Porto do Cabo: 21,5 km. Stage 3 Porto do Cabo – San
Andrés de Teixido: 16 km.
Lodgings: The above recommended stages are based on
lodging availability of pilgrim shelters at the daily arrival
points.

Open air activities
For those who like action while being in contact with nature, Ferrol offers a great selection. Its varied coastline,
windy where it faces wide open sea and peaceful around
the estuaries, its green landscape, sprinkled with rivers and
trails; its wavy and multiform topography, which reaches important heights before dropping into the sea...Ferrol is an
ideal place for all the family to enjoy a never ending list of
open air activities: surfing, diving, sailing, paragliding, hiking,
nordic walking, active tourism, bike rides, and so on.
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Nautical activities
The estuary is perfect for sailing and windsurfing, and even more if we consider the views of
the castles and small coastal forts from the sea: San Felipe, La Palma, San Cristóbal, San Carlos... Sailors who have visited this estuary always remenber the spectacular entrance to the
Port. It is a safe estuary, protected, without rocks at the bottom, which is very accessible for
other maritime towns in the Golfo Ártabro, like Mugardos, Ares, Sada or even A Coruña. That
is why Ferrol is an excellent point to start discovering Rías Altas by boat trips or on a sail boat.
These trips are offered by companies in this city.
For divers, the oceanic coast in Ferrol with its clear and cold waters has abundant sea life.
The estuary also has a different diving points at different depths: from 5 to 25m, or even
60m in the Exterior Port. Different types of nudibranches seen in different colours and shapes, tubicular worms, calcareous algae, ascidians, anemones and varieties, red gorgonians,
large yellow sponges, laminarias...shoals of breams, spider crabs, small crabs, conger eels,
lobsters, octopus, scallops, baby scallops, sea urchins, horse mackerels, flatfish... and even remains of shipwrecks!
Escola de Navegación Náutica Dunasport
San Diego, 16 - 1º
T: 981 369 049 / 670 508 205 / 678 579 678
www.dunasport.com
Sailing courses. Trips on sailing boats with a captain: daily, weekends, night visits to see sunsets,
with dinner included, gastronomic sailing tourism,
and so on. Available with prior reservation for individuals, groups, companies, schools... guaranted trips in high season.

Spinnaker
Naturalista López Seoane, Bloque 1
T: 647 835 970
www.spinnaker.es
escuelaspinnaker@gmail.com
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Centre of nautical studies and activities: sailing
courses, chartered or hired (with a captain) for
a week, weekend or hours.

El Galeón
Socorro, 6 - B
T: 981 354 992 / 692 770 808
www.elgaleoneam.com
contacto@elgaleoneam.com
School of nautical activities: sailing and diving.

Buceo Ferrol
Estrada de Xoane, 14 · Baixo
T: 981 324 894 / 692 768 965
www.buceoferrol.com
buceoferrol@buceoferrol.com
Facebook: BuceoFerrol
Diving classes, with different levels from beginners to Dive Master. They sell and rent diving equipment.

Trip on b oat to Mugardos
“Fernández Cabana S.L.”
Departure: Curuxeiras Port
T: 981 340 778 / 609 877 275
[More info: Tourism Offices in Ferrol].

Trip boat around the estuary
“Fernández Cabana S.L.”
Departure: Curuxeiras Port
T: 981 340 778 / 609 877 275
High season (Easter and summer): check times
Duration: 1h aprox.
Max number participants: 100 people
Min. Number participants: 15 people
[More info: Tourism Offices in Ferrol].

Sailing boat "El playu"
T: 639 820 343 (Alberto Samaniego)
Beautiful sailing boat to go across the coast of
Ferrol. Maximun 7 passengers. They also offer
trips with food tasting and rent the boat to stay
the night in.
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Surfing, windsurf and bodyboard
The coast in Ferrol has a variety of beaches with white sandy depths, endless amounts of breakers
with perfect waves, ideal to learn and practise these exciting sports.
Ferrol covers all types of options. If there are no waves in Doniños or San Xurxo which are beaches
facing the west, you can probably enjoy magnificient tubes in Santa Comba or Ponzos, which face
the north...
Every summer Ferrolterra hosts the Pantín Classic Galicia Pro (www.pantinclassic.org), international surf championship managed by Club Praia de Pantín since 2008. In 2009 Pantín Classic is
named best sporting event of Galicia by its government. In 2010 becomes, along with Azores, the
only european beach in which are held at the same time a male and female test WQS 6 stars.
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S ome surf schools in Ferrol
*Source: www.ferrolactivo.es

Spot Surf School Doniños
Doniños beach, in front of the bus stop, about
100 metres from the coast.
T: 615 304 583
spotsurfschool@gmail.com
escueladesurfspot.blogspot.com.es

Besides the surf lessons they organise coast
trips to small beaches and they have available a
equipment rental service. Surf lessons: from the
most basic level, to improvement levels, to competition level. Lessons are held in Doniños but
they also go to many other beaches of our coast
looking for the best conditions to surfing, depending on the persons´s level. Groups vary between one (personal class) to a 30 people
maximum. Prices are ranged according to the
season (summer or wintertime) and to the num-
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ber of interested people. Different types of discounts available and fixed monthly payment in
winter. Their lessons include all the neccesary
equipment for surfing or bodyboard, insurance
and a two hours class. Winter lessons also include equipment, insurance for groups and
transport service to the beach.
The Camp Doniños
San Xurxo da Mariña, 8. Doniños beach
T: 605 182 537
www.thecamp.es
contacto@thecamp.es

Accommodation in the surfhouse: it is located
less than 500 metres from the beach. It has
582 square metres distributed in three floors,
and capacity for 50 people. It has seven rooms,
besides a lounge room with TV and Xbox One
with Kinect, fully equiped kitchen, two bathro-
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oms, one washroom, gym and surfboard room.
Outside there is a big garden with a grill, elastic bed, bastketball net and space to park cars.
The espace of the house is modular, and they
rent for groups that are interested in events,
sports events, school trips, teambuilding programs... Also, it is perfect for singles, couples
or even families, not only in low season (1-18
June and 12-30 September) but also in high
season (19 June to 11 September), with or without meals. They design sports trips or multiadventure combining surf with other activities
such as ride a horse, diving and kayak or the
opposite, a unique relaxing experience with
yoga sessions, trekking, coaching... The school
is focused both for those who try surfing for
the first time and for those who seek to increase their level. Expert monitors who occupied
technical positions in Galician and Spanish Surf
Federations.
Surf lessons: five different levels with weekly classes all year long. Loose classes on weekends,
packs of five or ten classes (especially in summer).
Lessons for everyone that wants to enjoy surfing
on their holidays: two-hour season with board, neoprene, lycra and insurance.
Surfing camps for children (July, combined with English lessons and other sports): also available for
adults. Training camps during high season, with different levels.
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Special Henko Camp: surfing, meditation, mindfulness, yoga. Designed for leaders, to develop the
skills they need to face their personal and professional challenges.
Ferrol Surf School
Lugar de A Cabana, Montecoruto nº 120, Ferrol
T: 647 419 284
www.ferrolsurfschool.com
info@ferrolsurfschool.com
Accommodation: located in a small rural town
on the unspoiled Galician coast, A Cabana. It
is a quiet place, within a few minutes, you can
enjoy good restaurants overlooking the Ferrol
estuary. They offer single, double and triple

rooms, arranged according to the needs of
their clients. In less than 15 minutes by car you
can be in more than eight different beaches:
Doniños, San Xurxo, Esmelle, A Fragata, O
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Vilar, Santa Comba, Ponzos, Campelo…
Sur f lessons: they include surf or bodyboard
equipment: board, complete neoprene suit,
bodyboard fins. Transfer from the Surfcamp to
different areas on the beach. Liability insurance
(granted by Galician Surf Federation). Videocorrection in Surfcamp. They have three professional monitors in this field. Languages:
Galician, Spanish, German, English.
Ioga lessons: taught by Isabel, Hatha Yoga teacher, formed at the International Yoga School
that is approved by the European Yoga Federation, FEYP, Yoga Alliance and FEDEFY. Leisure and free time activities monitor. Yoga
knowledge for children. The practice of yoga in
small groups (6 people maximum) can be in
their lodgement or in the location that is agreed
with the group. There is also the possibility of
having individual classes.

Surf school Luis Rodríguez
Doniños beach
T: 620 458 353
www.lrsurfschool.com
Luís Rodríguez was ISA runner-up, EUROSURF European champion and Galicia and
Spain champion several times. A real professional to teach the best surf tricks. The passion
for this sport and the experience acquired are
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its hallmark and that is demonstrated in the
quality of its classes with small groups, high
quality equipment, liability insurance and first
level monitors headed by Luís Rodríguez.

Surf lesso ns: classes for all levels and ages
taught by a professional surfer. Technical lessons to improve your technique and progress.
They offer daily, weekly and monthly prices, and
also individualized tutorials. Possibility of yoga
classes or combine it with surfing and yoga.
Monos de mar
In the more convenient beach in the area.
T: 600 840 896
monosdemar.weebly.com
monosdemarescoladesurf@gmail.com
We, "Los monos" (the monkeys), do not understand the world of surfing without fun. As we
have such a great time in the water, we want to
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bring this sport closer to everyone. ¡yes, to everyone! That is the reason why we surf with
groups that have bigger dificulty to know the
surf community and we do not discriminate
against anyone on the basis of race, age, species or planet. And to make it more accessible,
we pick you up at home in our monkeyvan and
we drive you to the more convenient beach according to your skill level so you have no excuse
and you can get closer to this incredible sport.
Our instructors are 100% local with experience
as bodylifeguards for many years and regular at
our beaches for some too. Besides you will
know better the natural environment we are living in: our landscapes, our beaches, our plants
and animals. We do not like to organize overcrowded lessons to offer more quality and for
you to enjoy the lessons at your best. So, come
with us! You will count on: transport and equipment for surfing (surfboards, suits...). Suitable
prices for groups, families, lessons numbers...
We are dying to go surfing, we do that because
we love that, don't even mention it!...If you want
to come and play at the beach, just let us know,
we will go there for sure.
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Active tourism
Get to know the natural landscapes in an active way, living unique experiencies at the same
time: hiking, climbing, mountaineering, nordic walking, relaxing in nature, guided trails to discover the forest and the beach at night... and much more!

Club de Montaña Ferrol
Coruña, 102 - 1º D
T: 981 355 869
www.clubmontanaferrol.com
secretariacmf@gmail.com
Nature, hiking, climbing, mountaineering and
even historical routes on foot: Battle of Brión,
Route Camino to San Andrés de Teixido, Camino de Santiago Inglés... The active mountain
club in Ferrol not only organises multiple activities "in the fresh air" all year roud, but also
gives detailed information about the natural environment in Ferrol and surroundings, including
all their trails: contact them!

Centro BTT Valle de Esmelle
Local social de Esmelle s/n.
T: 981 365 390 / 605 932 677
www.valledeesmelle.com
cbttvalledeesmelle@gmail.com
To ride in a natural environment, in Esmelle you
have a BTT hiring point and they also offer the
following services: showes, changing rooms
and lockers, guided routes (previous booking)
and a bike wash. You can obtain information on
cycling routes both at the centre and on their
website.
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Paragliding
The windy oceanic coast and the orography in Ferrol, which reaches important heights near
the sea, make this area one of the favourites in Galicia for paragliding lovers and two-seater
flights. It is also a versatile area, which already counts on different types of take off areas depending on the direction of the wind: Monteventoso, Lobadiz, San Cristóbal, Prior...
Parapentelandia
This paragliding school offers tandem (biplace) flights accompanied by an instructor.
Safety is a top priority in every flight and Diego,
the instructor and promotor of Parapentelandia, is an accredited professional paraglider
who has been flying for many years.

T: 646 870 340
parapentelandia@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/parapentelandia
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Horse Riding
Can you imagine discovering Ferrol on horseback?
Club Hípico La Camposa
La Camposa - Brión
www.clubhipicolacamposa.com
clubhipicolacamposa@gmail.com
T: 606 429 032
Guided routes on Saturday and Sunday mornings. (Previous reservation required).
Horse riding Courses.

Equestrian activity centre Olalla
Lavandeira, s/n. - Ferrol
caeolallaocarranza@gmail.com
T: 659 292 539
Classes and guided routes.
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Climbing
Cantil Escalada
T: 696 188 519
info@cantil.org
www.cantil.org
www.facebook.com/cantilescolaescalada

Climbing school. Various other activities like
vertical hiking or abseiling (Prior booking).
A company runned by Iván Rouco, an accredited professional, member of both the spanish
association of mountain guides and the spanish school of high mountain.

*P hoto c ourtesy of the P DT Ferrol- O rt egal

Local tourist offices:
Praza de España, s/n
Paseo da Mariña, s/n
ferrolturismo@ferrol.es

www.facebook.com/Ferrolturismo

Download the Visit Ferrol app for free

www.youtube.com/user/Ferrolturismo

@marvisitFerrol
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